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WHAT’S NEW IN
TRIPWIRE IP360 7.5

INNOVATING ENTERPRISE VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT

Increase efficiency through more reliable and effective enterprise vulnerability
management to reduce risk and operating costs. Tripwire® IP360™ 7.5
offers easier scan management capabilities designed for better security
and compliance on medium to large size enterprise networks.

HIGHLIGHTS

»»Avoid credential troubleshooting and redundant tasks
»»Scan on your terms by scheduling, starting, suspending or activating scans as needed
»»Efficiently access scan data for audit preparation
»»Simplify management and streamline deployment
MORE RELIABLE
Save time and enable better security
using the new Network Credentials
widget. Tripwire IP360 7.5 helps you
avoid credential troubleshooting by
allowing you to test credentials before
running vulnerability scans. Now you
can rapidly identify assets to which the
credentials were successfully applied,
unsuccessfully applied or not applicable, and quickly make changes to
credentials directly from the widget.
SCAN ON YOUR TERMS
The new Scan History widget in
Tripwire IP360 7.5 allows you to
instantly repeat a previous scan in one
click, or activate a suspended scan to
avoid losing already completed work.
New scheduling options allow you to
schedule one or more recurring scans
on weekly or monthly intervals.

EFFICIENTLY MANAGE
VULNERABILITIES
Tripwire IP360 7.5 enables more
efficient vulnerability management
with new capabilities designed for
vulnerability management on large,
multi-segment networks. Efficiently
configure network configurations using
tools for importing and deleting network
configurations in bulk, and quickly
determine if a specified IP address exists
within a network profile using a new
search function. Enable co-management
access to vulnerability audit information by allowing specified users
read-only access to scan history data.
BETTER COMPLIANCE
AND AUDIT PREP
With Tripwire IP360 7.5 you can
determine vulnerability compliance
status at a glance and easily export scan
data for audit preparation. The new
Scan History widget in Tripwire IP360

7.5 helps you save time by referencing
scan history to avoid redundant scans,
and provides important information
about scan status including duration,
host count and average risk score.
ENHANCEMENTS AND
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS
Tripwire IP360 7.5 includes 30 new
features and improvements, including
the ability to configure static routes for
new Device Profilers before they are
connected to the network, as well as support for virtual appliances on Hyper-V
2012 R2 in compatibility mode.
In summary, Tripwire continues
to innovate and augment Tripwire
IP360 as the leading enterprise-class
vulnerability management solution to
help connected organizations reduce
their cybersecurity risk and protect
against advanced cyber threats—
from the data center to the cloud.

ADVANCED THREAT PROTECTION, SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE

Tripwire is a leading provider of advanced threat, security and compliance solutions that enable enterprises, service providers and government agencies to confidently detect, prevent and respond to cybersecurity threats. Tripwire solutions are based
on high-fidelity asset visibility and deep endpoint intelligence combined with business-context, and enable security automation through enterprise integration. Tripwire’s portfolio of enterprise-class security solutions includes configuration and
policy management, file integrity monitoring, vulnerability management and log intelligence. Learn more at tripwire.com. u
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